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Changing Landscape: Nationally and in Colorado 
CORCRC and our supporters experienced extreme challenges, surprises, 
affirmations and disappointments in the past 12 months.  Trump’s Electoral 
College victory has totally disrupted the political landscape of the nation and 
Colorado.  Our 45th President has broken many of his campaign promises: we 
are now facing threats to healthcare with particular cuts to women’s reproductive 
healthcare and Medicaid; innocent immigrants are being deported and there is, 
increased international military action fighting terrorism and Russian interference 
in our elections has possibly been enhanced by our own administration. 

The very best outcome of these tumultuous times is the increased involvement of 
the American public in our political process.  Activism is now “in” and now, more 
than ever American’s realize that effective Democracy needs nurturing.  This 
trend exploded in January with the woman’s march and has fueled the grassroots 
Indivisible movement. 

Fortunately, a generous award from the Public Leadership Institute (PLI) allowed 
us to carve out an ambitious agenda of political action and significant expansion 
of communication efforts.  The funds have allowed us to upgrade our website 
and invigorate our communication, outreach and development efforts.  This 
award is just one of the benefits of being an active member of the Reproductive 
Rights, Health and Justice Coalition.  Active membership with this group of 
allies has energized and expanded our legislative efforts.  Participating in the 
weekly planning meetings during the legislative session has sharpened our 
political skills significantly. 

The Colorado Reproductive Freedom Coalition (CRFC) remained a valuable 
partner for the CRCFRC once again this year.  This organization was another 
vehicle for unity with allies and we organized two important annual activities: the 
Roe v Wade Anniversary celebration and Lobby Day.  At the last meeting of the 
year, the following announcements indicate several of the changes that are 



occurring in Colorado: The Freedom Fund  (this organization collects funds to 
supplement the cost of abortions for low income women) is going to be under the 
umbrella of NARAL.  The Freedom Fund was a ministry of the UU church and will 
be renamed the "Womens' Freedom Fund" under NARAL.  Planned Parenthood 
of the Rocky Mountains (PPRM) is closing 6 clinics due to financial problems. 

The RCRC invited two representatives from each affiliate to a three-day Design 
Shop sponsored in NYC In June 2017.  The workshop allowed for all affiliate 
representatives to strengthen bonds and get a better understanding of 
challenges faced on the state level and pro-active plans to defend reproductive 
rights and health care.  During these three days we were able to clarify the 
positive and negative facets of the RCRC history and with much angst moved 
forward.  The purpose of the three days was met: national staff was able to draft 
actions needed to reach our mission and better work with and for the affiliates. 

Infrastructure Changes  

The Board of Trustees has had a vigorous response to these environmental 
changes.  The experiment, in 2016 to have bi-monthly board meetings while 
holding Executive Committee meetings in the alternate months ended in January, 
2017.  This decision is just one indication of the Board’s commitment to 
consistency and activism.  

These past 12 months have been a time of “growing up” as a non-profit board 
and growing into new bylaws that sometimes are a better reflection of who we 
are becoming than who we are at this minute.  This work is obvious in the 
changes in the Board of Trustees and their awareness that the work to attain our 
mission must be relentless.   

The clearest indication of infrastructure growth and increased strength is in the 
existence and activity of effective committees and enthusiastic participation of 
volunteers.  The committee structure is merely two years old and the reliance of 
volunteers beyond members of the Board is even newer.   

 

Our Board of Trustees:  
Board members experienced many personal and professional changes during 
this 12-month period.  On October 9th, the CORCRC Board Secretary Ruth 
Rayne Rinehart was ordained into the Unitarian Universalist Ministry.  On 
November 6th, Rev. Dr. Valerie Jackson was installed as the Minister of the 
University Park United Methodist Church. In addition to observing and sharing in 
Val’s joyful occasion, the words of the dynamic Methodist Bishop Karen Oliveto 
truly added to the events historical importance.  And in June, Rev. Greg Garland 
began his transition to retirement and reduced his responsibilities to official 
responsibilities to part-time.  Mazel-tov to all on these important life-changes. 



There have been many changes in board composition.  Among those who have 
left the board are Rabbi Evette Luttman, MJ Jozaitis, Dr. Rebecca Cohen, 
Barbara Lee, Joelle Takahashi, The Rev. Ruth Rinehart and The Rev. Katie 
Kandarian-Morris.  Additions to the board have included Gina Harvey, Rabbi 
Birdie Becker, Taylor Soderborg, Amy Brown, and The Rev.Tamara Boynton. 

Officer changes included Rev. Val Jackson’s resignation as President and the 
election of Betty Boyd. Trudy Brown stepped down as Treasurer and Rabbi 
Birdie Becker were elected, and most recently resignation of The Rev. Ruth 
Rinehart as Secretary. 

The officers elected at the 2017 Annual Meeting are: President- Senator Betty 
Boyd; Vice President- Savita Ginde MD; Secretary- Taylor Soderborg; Treasurer- 
Rabbi Birdie Becker. 

Early this year the Board formalized many of its procedures: the first evaluation 
of the Executive Director was conducted; Board application forms were instituted, 
the fiscal reporting systems were upgraded and the mailing list/donor records 
were automated.  The Executive Director significantly increased communications 
by regularly posting on Facebook and sending timely Mail Chimp messages to 
our growing number of supporters.  The effectiveness of our communications is 
designed not to overwhelm our supporters but to keep them informed and 
engaged in the activities impacting reproductive rights and healthcare. 

Committee Accomplishments and Activities 
The bulk of CORCRC accomplishments are attributable to the outcome of 
committee work. This organization exemplifies major changes in the CORCRC 
and management in more traditional ways with identification and commitment to 
reaching specific goals and objectives.  Naturally these changes have increased 
the expectations and responsibilities of the Executive Director and members of 
the Board of Trustees. 

The following information describes the accomplishments and activities of the 
CORCRC committees.       
 Clergy Network.  In July, 2016, the committee began collecting 
signatures for a public letter of support entitled Colorado Clergy and People of 
Faith Commitment to Reproductive Justice (crafted by the Chairperson Rev. 
Jann Halloran). This declaration was signed by 200 clergy and people of Faith.  
Copies were sent to all members of the state legislature, posted on Facebook 
and on the Website. This committee sent out several messages just to clergy 
encouraging them to keep their congregations informed about issues impacting 
reproductive health and inviting them to be more active participants in our 
community.  A few clergy submitted copies of sermons related to reproductive 
rights to be posted on our website.  These sermons are collected to be an 
inspiration to other clergy and to our supporters.  Many clergy displayed our 
literature in their lobbies and forwarded our messages to their congregations.  
Fortunately, those who have joined our list of clergy to be called in case of 



emergency were not needed since the terrible shooting at Colorado Springs 
Planned Parenthood.  

 Counseling Committee. This committee provides All Options Counseling 
to all callers wanting to speak to a clergy person about a pregnancy decision.  It 
is a free, non-judgmental and compassionate service.  Chaired by Rev. Nadine 
Swahnberg, the committee sent out letters of introduction with informational 
literature to all PPRM clinics, abortion providers in the state, agencies serving 
survivors of domestic violence and to some university campuses including 
Naropa.  Despite this significant promotional effort, CORCRC has received only 5 
calls.  Though this service has never been in great demand, the service, which is 
not a financial drain on the agency, will continue to be provided to the few in 
need.  That being said, the committee is re-examining its scope of influence.  
This year, we worked with Dr. Kimberly Dickman of the U.S. Air Force Academy.  
She is in charge of the Academy’s education program to end sexual assault on 
campus. A great deal of effort was put into planning a day of training to be 
facilitated by Dr. Dickman and members of our counseling team titled “Got 
Consent? Sexual Assault Prevention” A Day of Training and Support for 
Clergy, Counselors, Educators and Others.  Unfortunately, the program was 
cancelled due to low registration.  The committee will be re-harnessing that 
energy and figuring out a more effective way to address the role of the faith 
community to empower women, contribute to ending violence against women 
and supporting reproductive rights. 

Most recently, CORCRC was asked to assist the Kentucky Health Justice 
Network arrange for housing for a patient coming to Colorado for a late term 
abortion.  Due to resources of our Board members and the Freedom Fund, we 
were able to accommodate the patient. 

 Development Committee.  This was a year of several firsts for this 
committee.  Under the leadership of Rev. Stephan Papa, CORCRC participated 
in the November campaign called Giving Tuesday, sent out two timely e-letters 
requesting donations and actively nurtured our donors.  Another first, the end of 
the year letter requesting donations was sent electronically and ‘snail mail’ was 
used only for those we do not have e-addresses.   

The committee organized two successful events this year: a garden party in 
November and our annual Faith and Freedom Award Ceremony in May.  The 
Garden Party, graciously hosted at the home of Greg Movesian and Jack Finlaw 
brought together about 75 people to hear Dr. Maryam Guiahi discuss the 
Restrictions of Catholic Hospitals.  This topic, new to many of the attendees, 
resulted in our commitment to continue to explore this issue. The 2017 Faith and 
Freedom reception honored former State Senator Pat Steadman and Rev. Dr. 
Margaret Rush Hankins. The Senator secured continued funding of the provision 
of Long Acting Reversible Contraception (LARC) programs to low income women 
in Colorado and Rev. Hankins who was responsible for maintaining our 
relationship with the United Methodist Church in this region. The speeches by 
both awardees were inspiring and confirmed that the committee had chosen well.   



A necessary Development activity, primarily the responsibility of the Executive 
Director, is grant writing.  An application to the Chinook Fund was submitted and 
rejected.  Other efforts will be made in July 2017.  Dr. Guiahi has included 
CORCRC and the ACLU in her grant application researching the impact of 
Catholic Hospitals on Colorado’s patients. 

 Education and Outreach Committee.  This committee has taken on the 
responsibility of addressing some of the tough issues impacting reproductive 
rights in the faith community.  Chaired by Dr. Savita Ginde, the committee 
organized several successful events that stirred the community.  Here is a 
description of these events: 

• August: The film Cider House Rules was shown for free at a local coffee 
shop.  This film highlights the impact of limited access to abortion.  Film 
discussions continue to be a positive way to look at the abortion issues 
from different perspectives.     

• October:  A forum on the Separation of Church and State was held with 
a panel of 5 speakers.  Each speaker surpassed our expectations by 
introducing historical information, ethical considerations and sharing 
personal experiences when the implementation of separation of church 
and state had been ignored or challenged.  The evening raised important 
questions and concerns on this often neglected topic.  The entire forum is 
recorded and available on our website at www.corcrc.org  

• December: Joelle Takahashi, member of the CORCRC Board and 
President of Medical Student’s for Choice, hosted a very successful talk 
given by Dr. Warren Hern in December about the challenges in providing 
late term abortion provision. Though not an official CORCRC program, I 
mention it because several CORCRC members attended and benefitted 
from the informative and powerful evening.  

• March: With Catholics for Choice we hosted a showing of the film The 
Secret History of Sex, Choice and the Catholic Church.  Kate Parke from 
Catholics for Choice facilitated an important discussion encouraging 
Catholics to act on their own conscience.   Our second forum on 
Patriarchy from a Religious Perspective was held with a panel of 6 
representatives from major religions.  The house was full and everyone 
was engaged.  Please go to the website (www.corcrc.org) to hear the 
entire discussion.                                                           
 The Executive Director spoke at a house party hosted by Brittany 
New. New friends were made with young women eager to become 
activists.  The Executive Director spoke at Urban Servant Corps, a group 
of young volunteers spending a year in various humans service 
organizations and living in community.  This evening format was similar to 
a House Party. 

• April; MJ Jozaitis, former Board member and liaison, organized a house 
party to introduce CORCRC to a group of young adults and familiarize 
them with the challenges facing reproductive rights. 

http://www.corcrc.org/


• May: The Executive Director attended a house party in Boulder organized by 
our liaison Emily Eloy.  The presentation was to a small group of activists that 
refer to themselves as “Sheroes”.         
  

We have increased our digital media efforts as well.  We have used traffic data to 
post messages at peak times for our users which has in turn helped increase 
engagement in our overall message.   

Additionally, we have optimized our MailChimp emails to maximize our engagement 
in our emails and physical mailings.  Along with the incorporation of Little Green 
Light, our new CRM system, we continue to establish a strong and engaged group 
of supporters that is continuing to rise. 

This increased digital presence is reflected in the following increased numbers. 

Overall Facebook likes are up 72% this year. 

Facebook Post Engagement is up 119% this year 

Page views per visitor on the website are up 30%      

 Executive Committee- This committee meets monthly, a week before the Board 
meeting to assess our progress and determine the agenda.  It consists of the 
officers, the Executive Director and sometimes an invited Board member or 
CORCRC committee chair.  A major decision was taken in December to hire the 
Lynx Company to update and integrate our database and professionalize our 
communications.  This company was also contracted to update the website which 
was unveiled at the end of this fiscal year. All of these accomplishments indicate 
that we will be well prepared to be pro-active in 2017-2018. 

                                                                 
 Legislative Committee: This is possibly the most demanding committee 
of the CORCRC.  During legislative session, we attend weekly meetings with 
members of the Colorado Reproductive Health Reproductive Justice Coalition 
that was convened in September.  Coalition partners include NARAL Pro-Choice 
Colorado, Planned Parenthood of the Rocky Mountains, Colorado Latina 
Organization for Education and Reproductive Rights (COLOR), ACLU Colorado, 
Interfaith Alliance of Colorado and Progress Now.    

Committee members are on call to attend legislative sessions and often asked to 
testify or arrange for clergy or other members of the faith community to testify.  In 
the early fall, I was also videotaped for a promo piece on Why We Vote 
coordinated by PPRM.  Other activities in September included attending a press 
conference with Congresswoman DeGette and our allies to call for the defeat of 
the Hyde Amendment.  That attempt was unfortunately dropped as a priority with 
the election of President Trump.  This unexpected Republican victory 
immediately transformed the CORCRC game plan and political expectations. 



To simplify the complexity of this political year, here is a list of activities and 
highlights.                    

January- CORCRC participated in the Denver Women’s March along with the 
Medical Students for Choice and thousands of other allies.  

 At the Millennial Festival, CORCRC tabled and Joyce Lisbin gave a 
 speech at the rally.  

 The Roe V Wade Anniversary was well attended and clearly reflected 
 our collective resiliency.  

 Woman and Families on Wednesday was instituted at the beginning of the 
 legislative session. 

 Several meetings with Coalition and Sen. Irene Aguilar MD resulted in a 
 very positive Abortion is Health Care Resolution.   

Representatives from the Coalition successfully defeated 5 anti-abortion bills. 

February 

CORCRC cosponsored Women and Families on Wednesday with the 
National Council of Jewish Women (NCJW) and the Inter-Faith Alliance.   

     The Reproductive Rights Tour: The CORCRC Executive Director traveled 
throughout the state with ACLU staff throughout this month.  It was a very 
important venture for the CORCRC as a major step to reach out to the public 
beyond Denver.  The purpose of each stop was to introduce us to the community 
and to hear what they perceived as their needs and challenges regarding 
reproductive health care.  We discussed their reliance on a local Catholic 
hospital, informed them of the impact of the Bishop’s Directives and asked if they 
had any stories regarding care at these institutions. Each stop pointed out the 
public’s desire for a local Planned Parenthood clinic and their concern for 
inadequate sex education in the schools.  In a few communities, the presence of 
Crisis Pregnancy Centers was providing misinformation that led young women 
astray regarding pregnancy options. The Grand Junction stop was a catalyst for 
the formation of a grassroots committee that established comprehensive sex 
education in the public schools.  CORCRC was able to assist in connecting this 
group with churches that provided OWL (Our Whole Lives) sex education. Here 
is the Feb Reproductive Rights Tour schedule: 

 11th   Grand Junction (at the Colorado Mesa University)           
 18th    Lakewood Town Hall Meeting  With RH/RR/RJ Coalition partners,  
           the CORCRC prepared and presented  a program for Lakewood  
  Elected Officials' Town Meeting. 

 18th   Canon City/Florence (Florence Senior Community Center   
          Pueblo (Pueblo Library)                                                        



 22nd    Westminster (Stanley Lake Library)                                           
 25th  Durango (DURANGO PUBLIC LIBRARY) Thanks to Board 
 member Rev. Kandarian, Richard Grossman MD.attended the Durango 
 Town Hall representing the CORCRC due to the absence of Dr. Lisbin.  

28th  Annual Colorado Women's Legislative Breakfast: this excellent 
opportunity to meet with and thank our supportive elected officials was attended 
by Joyce Lisbin, Betty Boyd and MJ Jozaitis.    

March  

Here is the March Reproductive Rights Tour schedule                                           

 3/4 Boulder Town Hall last stops of the Reproductive Rights tour.  This 
 was well attended and clearly informed everyone about the Bishops 
 Directives.  In addition to the ACLU and CORCRC staff, Rep Polis spoke, 
 KC Becker, the Director of the Boulder Women’s Health, Kate Parke from 
 Catholics for  Choice spoke.   

Repro Freedom Lobby Day was a big success and CORCRC was well 
represented with CORCRC staff and Board members. 

Since March we have recruited 3 liaisons. MJ reaches out to young adults in 
Denver and often attends the legislative sessions and many of the political 
activities.  Fran Feeney is our primary liaison with the Catholics for Choice and 
reaches out to members of the Catholic faith.  Emily Eloy is from Boulder and has 
connected us with the local League of Women Voters and Zonta.  Thanks to our 
liaisons and other volunteers our advocacy messages sent on Mail chimp and 
Facebook are shared more widely and our presence is more dynamic throughout 
the state.  Though not an official liaison, we have representation in Durango as 
well. 

April  

A bill on Health Coverage Prescription Contraceptives was passed: 12-month 
prescriptions will now be available.  This bill was passed with bipartisan system 
and will be signed by the Governor. 

Joyce had a very positive talk with Rep. Don Valdez’s aids about the ‘Right to 
Refusal’ this bill and left them information about CORCRC.  Unfortunately this bill 
never made it out of committee.  Efforts to address this issue will continue after 
the legislative session.  

The May Colorado Reproductive Health, Rights and Justice Coalition 
meeting focused on white privilege and the need for each member to better 
understand how each of us might contribute to this disturbing and ubiquitous 
phenomena.  Hopefully the discussion will result in a more unified and effective 
Coalition. 



At the end of the fiscal year, the Board agreed that we participate in Indivisible 
the grassroots organization.  

Newsletter: There were two publications of the newsletter during this fiscal year.  
This publication contains articles about CORCRC leadership and activities.  In 
addition a prayer and issues pertinent to Colorado are included.   
    

Future Plans 

CORCRC committees are working hard to make sure that 2017 is filled with 
successful and consequential activities.  The Bus Tour, another Forums for 
clergy and the public are in the works and Faith and Freedom are just some of 
our scheduled events. Dr. Savita Ginde’s book will be published in July and we 
will have the honor of hosting her first book signing party.  We also have a 
special fall event scheduled: A Conversation with Dick and Dottie Lamm at the 
home of Greg Movesian and Jack Finlaw.   

CORCRC is planning to expand the role of liaisons and make our presence 
known throughout the state.  Programs and resources will be developed to 
support clergy so that they can become more comfortable in openly supporting 
reproductive rights, health and justice. Work has been initiated to develop a 
campaign to address the impact of the Bishop’s Directives on health care in 
Colorado.  Catholics for Choice has provided us with recommended actions to 
begin ASAP and a planning meeting is already scheduled with the ACLU in July. 

Every day brings news of another unprecedented events challenging our rights 
and safety.  CORCRC is poised to respond to these challenges with confidence 
and conviction.  We are more prepared than ever to be pro-active and serve as a 
catalyst to the faith community. 

 

Submitted on 6.25.17 by Joyce Lisbin, Ed.D. CORCRC Executive Director and  

Senator Betty Boyd, President of the Board of Trustees  


